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About This Content

This is a collection of supplementary content for kuso.

kuso Original Soundtrack
• A full 26 track soundtrack composed by James Bennett. Comes in 320kbps MP3 format with a runtime of about 72 minutes.

Fred's Notebook
• During the development of kuso, Fred kept a notebook of his ideas and sketches for the game. This is a scanned version of the

notebook in PDF form.

Wallpapers
• 7 Wallpapers and Variations for use on your desktop.

Avatars
• 7 Avatars and Variations for use on Steam or other platforms.

Soundtrack Tracklist (Runtime: 01:11:43)
01 - Retro
02 - Deep
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03 - Summer
04 - Spooky

05 - Halo
06 - Hula
07 - Astro
08 - Ergo

09 - Sunset
10 - Eastern
11 - Twinkly
12 - Meteor
13 - Strut

14 - Grampa
15 - Slumber
16 - Slumber
17 - Octane
18 - Skipper
19 - Tuxedo
20 - Mirage
21 - Clock
22 - Tundra
23 - Wizard
24 - Neptune

25 - Razor
26 - Nucleus
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Title: kuso - Soundtrack Vol 1 + Collector's Content
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Fred Wood
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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The Good:
-Fast learning curve.
-Tons of action and destruction.

The Bad:
-Short.
-Grinding through previous levels.. It's both a pleasure to ZOOM through this game as well as take your time to smell the Bobos.
As you start to realize how your choices affect the progress and atmosphere of your garden, you begin thinking about what you'd
like to try different in your next garden. With an extensive cast of colorful monsters, you're sure to find a new friend every time
through.. I'm a huge fan of Portal, Talos Principle, and Turing Test but I just didn't like this at all. The narrator drove me nuts
and I simply didn't like the mechanics of the game. It does have some nice imagery though.. If you like arcade racing, or just
racing in general, Aqua Moto Racing Utopia might be a game for you. It's easy to pick up and you'll learn the basics in no time,
but with the wave physics and stunts for charging up turbo, you always have room for improvement.
I'd say it's a game for both casual and competitive players. The Championships are fun and engaging (and many). For the more
hardcore players there are weekly challenges, where you get to play one track and try to get as good a time as possible. You get
one attempt per day, so make it count! You do, however, get as many practise runs as you like. The winner each week receives a
real-life medal, which is neat to say the least. Challenge a friend and let the banter commence!. Lovely little engine ideal dock
and shunting work.. if you love fire emblem then your really going to enjoy this game. The complete soundtrack doesn't include
every song in the game
hmmmm
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Surprisingly fun little game, definitely worth a few bucks if you can find on sale.. promblem with No opponents

Couldn\u00b4t find a worth opponent

wfftt.. :-\/

cant not work loading..... Sherlock Holmes : The Silver Earring is a point and click puzzle game about the famous detective,
Sherlock Holmes, solving a murder case.
This game is not bad, the first part (Day 1) is the best part since you control Sherlock holmes in the crime scene collecting
evidence and questioning people. But it starts falling apart near the end when the plot becomes complicating and everything
stops making sense.
The graphics were so dated but I understood since it was released back in 2004 but it looks a bit too dated like N64 graphics and
the shadows were bad and sometimes the shadows get stuck into objects (yeah sounds stupid, I know) and the lighting was really
bad, its either too dark or too bright.
And don't get me started on the voice acting, the quality was horrible for most of the characters and the dialog sounded like it
was read by people reading news papers with ZERO emotions, specially the main villain, he sounded like he was recording for a
commercial. The music sometimes was louder than the dialog and was annoying sometimes.
The animation was basic with the main charaters having a Tank-like motion and the sometimes controlling was very bad
specially with the timing parts.

I ONLY RECOMMEND this game for the people who like mystery games and solving crimes but the game itself wasn't that
good.. A mix of "casual" genres, including the dreaded pixel-hunt, er, hidden object aspects. There isn't much strategy at play
here: buy low, sell high. For the achievement ♥♥♥♥♥s, not difficult to get all of them, but it might take more than 1
playthrough—if you can bear it.. A quick and fun little mini indie game. Pretty cool experience where you make sort of
electronic tracks one beat at a time, using 3 different shapes (beats?) that you place around in a cave. However I didn't feel like I
had much control over customizing /tweaking the end result.

I played around with it for about 30 minutes. To my understanding: to place beats, you hit the trigger and it randomly creates
one of the 3 types: red circle (high), green triangle (medium), blue square (low/drums). Then you activate it in your song by
hitting it against a previously placed note.

Honestly I'm still not 100% sure how it works. I'd like to see a tutorial, and I'd also like to be able to customize the notes more
once they're placed. Like change the pitch or volume, maybe using the height they are placed at?

Still its simple enough that anyone can hop in and mess around and make some neat compilations. There is an underlying
automatic track that kicks in that brings it all together so no matter what you do it still sounds okay.
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